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;. SUMMARY

Tests were conducted to determine the effect of water injection on the formation of

i; oxides of nitrogen (NOx). A full annular, ram induction combustor was operated over a
i _: range of inlet-air temperatures, pressures, and reference Mach numbers to simulate

sea-level takeoff and cruise conditions. The combustor was operated with ASTM Jet-A
{

_' ' fuel at fuel-air ratios high enough to maintain an exit temperature of 1478 K (2200 ° F)I
with water injection. Water at _-bient temperatur, _ was injected into the combustor

i
I primary zone at water-fuel ratim up to 2.

_ The effect of the water injection was to decrease the NOx emission index and to in-

! crease the emission indexes of carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons. On a

water-fuel mass ratio basis, the greatest percent decrease in NOx was at the lowest

combustor inlet-air temperature tested, 589 K (600 ° F). At this condition the NOx was

reduced at a constant exponential rate: NOx = NOx e -1" 5W/F (where W/F is the
o

water-fuel ratio and NOxo is the NOx emission index with no water injection). In-
creasing combustor inlet-air temperature decreased the effect of the water injection,

expecially at the tower water-fuel ratios. At an inlet-air temperature of 589 K (600 ° F)

a 50-percent reduction in NOx was accomplished with a water-fuel ratio of 0.46; at

894 K (1150 o F) the same percent reduction in NOx required a water-fuel ratio of 0.66.
No :mbstantial increase in carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned hydrocarbons (H/C) oc-

curred at water-fuel ratios up to 0.5. At higher water-fuel ratios there were substantial

increases in CO and H/C especially at the lower inlet-air temperature.

Operating conditions other than combustor inlet-air temperature dLd not appear to

have a significant effect of NOx reduction due to water injection. At two conditions
where smoke data were taken, emissions were reduced with increasing water injection.
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INTRODUCTION

The effect of direct water injection on the exhaust-gas emissions of a 107-centimeter

(42-in.) diameter annular turbojet combustor burning ASTM Jet-A fuel was investigated.

The measured pollutants included oxides of nitrogen (NOx) , unburned hydrocarbons (H/C),
carbon monoxide (CO), and smoke,

The rate of formation of nitric exide (NO) in combustion flames is strongly dependent

on the flame temperature. Significant decreases in n':lric oxide concentrations have

been found by injecting water into the combustion zone. Hilt and Johnson (ref. 1) used up
!

, to 1 percent water injection (based on air flow) to lower the nitric oxide emissions of

- turbines used for stationary power. No significant increase in unburned hydrocarbop.s
t

• and carbon monoxide was noted in their tests. A reduction in smoke (ref. 2) has also

been attributed to direct liquid water injection; although water injection as steam in the

same tests did not reduce the smoke.

The use of water injection for abatement of nitric oxide emissions is important in

that it lowers the flame temperature by evaporation and by the water vapor and air mix-

ture having a higher specific heat. The amount of water vapor in the ambient air (hu-

midity) has already been shown to have a significant effect on the formation of oxides of

nitrogen (refs. 3 to 5), attributed to the specific heat difference alone.

For stationary power applicatio,_s, it would be desirable to decrease the NOx emis-
sione as much _s possible with water lnjection. A high rate of water injection, however,

is responsible for an increase in the emissions of unburned hydrocarbons and carbon

monoxide. Some methods of injecting the water appear to be more successful in maxi-i

i mizing the reduction in NOx while minimizing the increase in the other pollutants (ref. 6).
f The present investigation was conducted to determine the effect of cnmbustor oper-

ating variables on the reduction of NOx by water injection. The combustor used in these
'o_sts was designed for a duct burning turbofan engine having supersonic cruise capability.

Tests were conducted o_er a range of inlet-air temperatures from 589 to 894 K (_00 ° to

1150 ° F), pressures of 4 and 6 atmospheres, and reference Mach numbers from 0. 065 to

0. 078. Water at ambient temperature was injected into the combustor primary zone at

water to fuel ratios from zero to 2.0. No attempt was made to vary the location or meth-

, _ od of injecting the water. The combustor was operated at fuel to a_,r ratios high enough

i to maintain an exhaust gas temperature of 1478 K (2200 ° F) with and without water injec-

ti°n'Exhaust gas emissions data were taken at all test conditions. Smoke data were taken

at two test conditions.
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FACILITY

I Testing was ::nducted in a closed-duct test facility at the Lewis Research Center.

i A schematic of this facility is shown in figure 1. A detailed description of the facility
t

: and instrumentation are contained in reference 7. All fluid flow rates and pressures are

controlled remotely.

t
, Test Combustor

The combustor tested was designed using the ram-induc'Aon approach and is de-

scribed in reference 8. With this approach the compressor discharge air is diffused less

than it is in convention,_l combustors. The relatively high velocity air is captured by

scoops in the comlms_or liner and turned into the combustion _nd mixing zones. Vanes

are used in the scoops to reduce pressure loss caused by the high-velocity turns. The

high velocity and the steep angle of the entering air jets promote rapid mixing of both the

fuel and air in the cowbustion zone and of the burned gases and air in the dilution zone.

The potential result of rapid mixing is a shorter combustor or, alternatively, a better
', I

exit temperature profile in the same length.

A cross section of the combustor is shown in figure 2. The outside diameter is al- i

most 1.07 meters (42 in.), and the length from compressor exit to turbine inlet is ap-

proximately 0.76 meter (30 in. ). A snout of the combustor divides the diffuser into three

concentric annular passages. The central passage conducts air to the _mbustor head-

plates and the inner and outer passages supply air to the combustor liners. _'here are

five rows of scoops on each of the inner and outer liners to turn the air into the combus-
tion and dilution zones.

Photographs of the snout and the combustor liners are shown in figure 3. Figure 3(a)

is a view looking upstream into the combustor liner. The scoops in the inner and outer

liner and the openings in the headplate for the fuel nozzles and swirlers can be seen.

_'tgure 3(b) is a view of the snout and the upstream end of the combustor liner. The V-

shaped cutouts in the snout fit around struts in the diffuser. The circular holes through

the snout walls are for the fuel nozzle struts. Figure 3(c) gives a closer view of the

' liner and headplate showing the fuel nozzles and swirlers in place. There are 24 fuel
nozzles in the combuster.

WATER INJECTION

. Water was injected into the combustor at 24 iocations upstream of the fuel spray noz-
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zles. Figure 4 shows an exterior view of the combustor housing and shows the location

of both water and fuel injection nozzles. A photograph of a water spray nozzle is shown

in fig-are 5. The nozzle produces a fiat fan spray into the center fuel-nozzle-snout vol-

ume. All the water passes into the combustion zone through the air swirlers and slots

around the eombustor headpiate. Some of the water vaporizes due to atomization, the

high inlet-air temperature, and impingement on the back of the eombustor headplate. No

attempt was made to calculate the percent of water that was vaporized before entering the

combustor.

All the water used in these tests was demineralized by a chemical process. This

was necessary to prevent "t gradual buildup of scale on the eombustor. Such scale could

potentially seal many small air entry holes and slots.

TEST CONDITIONS

Tests were conducted at simulated sea-level takeoff and cruise conditions. The

nominal test conditions are listed in table I. Conditions A to D were run at 6 atmospheres

", pressure and at a constant reference Math number of 0.064 over a range of inlet-air

temperatures from 589 to 838 K (600 ° to 1050 ° F). Condition E is the same as condition

C with the exception that the reference Mach number is 0.072. Conditions E and F sim-

ulate supersonic flight cruise conditions with combustor inlet-air temperatures of 838
i

and 895 K (1050 ° and 1150° F) and eombustor pressures of 4 and 6 atmospheres, respec-

tively. 1 The inlet-air temperatures simulate the temperature coming from an engine's

compressor and before the water addition.

For most of the test conditions, the eombustor fuel-air ratio was held constant at a

value which would give a eombustor exit temperature of 1478 K (2200 ° F) without water

injection. Since the exhaust gas temperature is lowered by the addition of water, addi-

tional data were taken at the maximum water injection rate and at a higher fuel-air ratio

to give the 1478 K (2200 ° F) exlt temperature. For maximum thrust an engine would be

operated at its maximum altowable combustor exlt temperature (turbine Inlet tempera-

ture).

#

1From payload considerations it may not be practical to use water injection at cruise

conditions. Nevertheless, tests were conducted at the high-inlet-temperature conditions

(even though pressures were low) to also sl_nulate present-day high-pressure-ratio tur-

l_fan _gtnes eombustor inlet temperatures at near takeoff conditions.
Q
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INSTRUMENTATION

Exhaust Gas Temperatures

Combustor exhaust gas temperatures were measured at 30 increments around the

circumference with three five-point aspirated thermocoupies probes which traverse

circumferentially in the exit plane. Five hundred eight-five individual exit temperatures

' were used in each mass-weighted average exit temperature calculation. The exhaust gas i

• i temperature was used only as a cbeck on combustion efficiency, which was primarily

; measured by gas sampling.

¢

Exhaust Gas Sampling

Concentrations of nitric oxide, total oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide, unburned

hydrocarbons,and carbondioxidewere obtainedwithan on-linesystem. The samples!

were drawn atthe combustor exitfrom two circumferentiallocationsand atfiveradial

positionsthroughwater-cooledstalnless-steelprobes. The exitinstrumentationl_laneis

i shown in figure 2. A photograph of the sample probe is pictured in figure 6.

| Gas sample system. - The samples collected by the two sample probes were formed

into one sample line. Approximately 9 meters (30 ft) of 0.95-centimeter (3/8-in.)

stainless-steel line was used to transport the sample to the analytical instruments. A

photograph of the instruments and a schematic of the system are shown in figures 7 and 8,

respectively. In order to prevent condensation of water and to minimize adsorption-

desorption effects of hydrocarbon compounds, the line was electrically heated to 420 K

(310 ° F). Sample line pressure at the inlet to the instruments was maintained at 6.9

newtons per square centimeter (10 psig) in order to supply sufficient pressure to operate

the instruments. Sufficient sample is vented at the instruments to provide a line resi-
dence time of about 2 seconds.

The exhaust gas analysis system shown in figure 7 is a packaged unit consisting of

four commercially available instruments along wiLh associated peripheral equipment

, necessary for sample conditioning and instrument calibration. In addition to visual read-

out, electrical inputs are provided to an IBM 360 computer for on-line analysis and eval-

i uation of the data.
The hydrocarbon content of the exhaust gas was determined by a Beckman Iv.struments

Model 402 Hydrocarbon Analyzer. This instrument is of the flame ionization detector

type.

The concentration of the oxides of nitrogen was determined by a Thermo Electron

Corporation Model 10A Chemiluminescent Analyzer. The instrument includes a thermal
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convertor to reduce NO 2 to NO and was operated at 973 K (1290 ° F).
Both carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide analyzers are of the nondispersive infrared

(NDIR) type (Beckman Instruments model 315B). The CO analyzer has four ranges: 0 to

100 ppm, 0 to 1000 ppm, 0 to 1 percent, and 0 to 10 percent. This range of sensitivity

, is accomplished by using stacked cells of 0.64 centimeter (0.25 in. ) and 33 centimeters

(13.5in.)length. The CO 2 analyzerhas two ranges, 0-5 percentand 0-I0 percent,with
a sample celllengthof 0.32 centimeter(0.125in.).

Analyticalprocedure.- Allanalyzerswere checkedfor zero and span beforethetest

fast. Solenoidswitchingwithinthe consoleallowsrapidselectionofzero, span,or sam-

plemodes. Therefore,itwas possibletoperform frequentchecksto insurecalibration

accuracywithoutdisruptingtesting.

Where appropriate,themeasured quantitieswere correctedforw,_tervapor removed.

The correctionincludedinlet-airhumidity,water injected,and water vapor from com-

bustion.The equationsused were obtainedfrom reference9.

The emissionlevelsofalltheconstituentsinpartsper million(ppm)were converted

toan emissionindex(El)parameter. The El may be computed from themeasured quan-

titiesas (proposedinref.9)or from metered fuel-air-stiowhen thisisaccurately

. known. Using the latter scheme the EI for any constituent X is given by

(1+f)(x)lU-3
ElX - ME f

where

EIX emission index in grams of X per kg of fual burned

Mx molecular weight of X

ME average molecular weight of exhaust gas

f metered fuel-air ratio, g fuel/g wet air

(X) measured concentration of X in ppm

Both procedures yield identical results when the sample validity is good.

Correlatiu_ parameters. - The exhaust gas pollutant data correlate with emission

index (g/kg fuel) and with water-fuel mass ratio (g H20/g fuel). The emission index pa-
rameter correlates the first-order variations in pollutants with the fuel flow. The water-

fuel ratio correlates the variation in fuel flow required to maintain constant combustor

' exit temperature when the water flow is changed.

¢
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Smoke Number Measurement

: The smcke samplingprocedureas recommended inreference19 was followedas

: closely as Ix:_sible. The samples were drawn at the combustor exit plane (fig. 2) from
6

one circumlerentiallocationatthreeradialpositionsthrougha water-cooledstainless-

steelprobe similartothatshown infigure6 exceptforthenumber ofholes. The 3ample

was transportedtothefilteringmaterial(Whatman No. 4 filterpaper)throughapprc,x-

imately4.5 meters (15_t)ofstainless-steelline. The sample ratethroughthefilter

' _ was 2.36×10 -4 cubic meter per second (0.50 ft3/min). The filter was placed on a black
y

, backgroundtileto measure comparativereflectanceusinga Welch Densichronand Re-

flectionunit(3332A). A Welch Gray Scale(catalogNo. 382qT)was used as a calibration

reference.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ExhaustGas Pollutants

The effect of water injection on the exhaust gas emissions at all test conditions is

shown in figure 9. The da'ta are plotted on semilog coordinates because the NOx emis-
sion index was found to vary exponentially with humidity in a previously reported effort

(ref. 3). The trends in the _mission index data are the same for all test conditions.

The effect of increasing water injectioP, is to decrease the NOx emission index and to in-
crease the emission indexes of carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons. The in-

crease in carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons is insignificant in terms of com-

bustion __nefftciency at low water-fuel ratios (less than 0.5 g H20/g fuel), especially at
the higher inlet-air temperatures. The overall level of carbon monoxide and unburned

hydrocarbons is, as expected, lower at the higher inlet-air temperatures.

A significant amount of carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons appear at the

589 K (600 ° F) inlet-air temperature condition. At this condition and at a water-fuel

ratio of unity, combustion inefficiency is over 1 percent and is increasing rapidly. The

amount of carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons is not as great at the higher inlet-
s

air temperatures, but both pollutants increase rapidly at higher water-fuel ratios.

The slopes of the emission index against water-fuel ratio curves for each pollutant

appear to be similar over all the test conditions. This indicates that the injected water

affects the combustion process in a similar manner regardless of inlet-air temperature

and pressure.

Oxides of nitro{_en. - The NOx emission indexes decrease almost exponentially with
increasing water-fuel ratio, especially at the inlet-air temperature conditions of 589 and
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672 K (600 ° and 750 ° F). Figure 10 show_ the effect of the water injection on NOx emis-
sion index (normalized to the value at zero water injection) for all the test conditions.

The maximum percent NOx reduction occurs at the lowest inlet-air temperature condition

of 589 K (6000 F). At this condition the NO x is reduced exponentially:

NOx _ e-I.5W/F (I)

NOx °

where W/F is the water-fuel ratio and NOxo is the value of NOx at zero water injection.t

The effect of water injection decreases with increasing inlet-air temperature. Espe-

cially at low quantities of water flow. This phenomena is probably due to the preheating

and vaporizing of the water by the higher inlet-air tei_peratures and hotter combustor

hardware, especially at the lower water flow rates. Pzeheatl.ng and vaporizing of the

i water lowers its effectiveness in cooling the primary zone flame temperature. A 50-

i percent reduction in the emission index is accomplished with a wa_er-fuel ratio ofNOx

0.46 at 589 K (600 ° F). The same percent reduction in NOx required a water-fuel ratio(
. of 0.66 at an inlet-air temperature of 894 K (1150 ° F).

Inlet-air humidity. - Inlet-air i:umidity H was measured near the air orifice and was

was 0.0056_q). 0006 gram water per gram dry air over the period that test were conducted.

The effect of inlet-air humidity is to decrease the NOx emission index with increasing
humidity

- 19H
NOx = NOx e

O

(wherethesubscripto indicatesthevalu,_atzero humidity)(ref.3). The NO x emission

indexvaluesshown inthisreportare the _easured values. Ifthetestswere conducted

atanothersignificantlydifferentvalueof inlet-airhumidity,theNO x emissionindex
_-alueswould be affected.Iiowever,thenormalized relationsshown infigure10 would not
be affected.

Oxides ofnitrogenand carbon monoxide. - As previouslymentioned,no s_.gnificant
increaseincarbon monoxide occurredatwater-fuelratioslessthan0.5 forallthecon-

s

ditionstested.However, athigherwater-fuelratiosthesimilarityintrendsbetween

decreasingNO x and increasingCO issignificant.
Figure 11 shows the relationbetweenNO and CO emiss_ons. The dataare the samex

as from figure9. The solidsymbols indicatewater- fuelratioslessthan0.5. The

relationshows that,forthiscombustor and water injectionmethod, atwater-fuelratios

greaterthan0.5 a reductionoftheNO x isnotindependentof an increaseintheformation
ofCO. This resultwas previouslynotedinthediscussionoffigure9. Iflow levelsof
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CO emission index are required, water injection as a method to reduce NO x may be re-
stricted to low water-fuel ratios and high inlet-air temperatures.

Nitric oxide. - Nitric oxide (NO) made up approximately 91 percent of NOx emission
index. This is the same percent found in previous work with this combustor (ref. 3).

Figure 12 shows the variation in NO with NOx (expressed as ppm) for all test conditions.

The water injection had no significant effect on the percent NO in NOx.
Effect of water injectior, on smoke formation. - Smoke samples were taken at two

test conditions, with an inlet-air temperature of 589 K (600 ° F) and 755 K (900 ° F). The

combustor pressure and reference Mach number were held constant at 6 atmospheres

and 0.065, respectively. The data are shown in figure 13.

Smoke levels were below the visible limit at all test conditions sampled. With no

water injection, the smoke number at 755 K (900 ° F) was lower than the smoke number

at 589 K (600 ° F) as expected. With increasing water injection, the smoke numbers were

reduced for both conditions. Although the combustion inefficiency increased dramatically

with the higher water-fuel ratios, there was no similar dramatic increase in smoke
number.

Sample Validity

A comparisonof a gas sample tometered fuel-airratioforallthedatais shown in
figure14 plottedagainstwater-fuelratio.Most ofthedataexhibita scatterofI-6percent

abouta mean valueof 1.02. The factthatthe mean valueis 2 percenthighismost prob-

ablydue tothelocationofthetwo gas sample probes. (Additionaldatatakenwithmultiple

probes and differentprobe placementsupportthisconclusion.) Some decrease infuel-

air-ratioratiois apparentwithincreasingintet-airtemperature. This decrease isprob-

ablyrelatedtoprobe locationsand tothedecreasingfuel-airratiorequiredat thehigher

inlet-airtemperaturestoreach an exittemperatureof 1478K (2200° F).

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

' The effectofdirectwater injectionon the exhaustgas emissionsofa fullannular,

ran inductionturbojectcombustor burningASTM Jet-A fuelwas investigated.The follow-

ing resultswere obtained:

1. Increasingwater injectiondecreasedtheoxidesofnitrogen(NOx) emissionindex
and increasedtheemissionsofcarbon monoxide (CO) and unburnedhydrocarbons(H/C).

On a water-fuelmass ratiobasis,thegreatestpercentagedecrease i,-_NO x was atthe

lowestinlet-arttemperaturetested,589K (600° F). At thistemperature,theNO x was
¢
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was reduced at a constant exponential rate:

= NOxo e- 1.5 W/F
NOx

(where W/F is the water-fuel ratio and NOx is the NOx emission index with no water
; injection), o

• 2. The effect of water injection on exhaust emissions appeared to be similar over

, all test conditions. The effect of increasing inlet-air temperature was to decrease the

effect of the water injection, especially at the lower water-fuel ratios. At an inlet-air

temperature of 589 K (600 ° F) a 50-percent reduction in NOx was accomplished with a

i water-fuel ratio of 0.46; at 894 K (1150 ° F) the same percent reduction in NO x required
a water-fuel ratio of 0.66.

3. No substantial increase in carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons emissions

occurred at water-fuel ratios up to 0.5. At higher water-fuel ratios, significant in-

creases in carbon monoxide occurred. A correlation of the NOx and CO emissions (at

the higher water-fuel ratios) indicates that a decrease in NOx due to water injection has
a corresponding increase in CO.

4. At the two conditions where data were taken, smoke emissions were reduced with

increasing water injection. At high water injection rates where a rapid increase in com-

bustion inefficier, cy occurs with increasing water injection, no increase in the smoke
number was observed.

5. Operating conditions other than combustor inlet-air temperature did not appear

to have a significant effect on the rate of NOx reduction due to water injection.

6. Nitric oxide made up 91 percent of the NOx exhaust g-as emisMon index over all
test conditions.

Lewis Research Center,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Cleveland, Ohio, August 16, 1973,

501-24.
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TABLE I. - COIdBUSTOR NOMINAL TEST CONDITIONS

Condition Combustor Inlet-air Reference Dry

pressure, temperature. Mach fuel-air

; atm number ratioa
K °F

A 6 589 600 0.064 0.0257

' B 6 672 750 I ,064 .0234

C 6 755 900 I .064 0211
i
; D 6 838 1050 .064 .0185

'_ E 6 755 900 .072 .021,

i F 4 838 1050 .078 .0185

• G 6 894 1150 .078 .0170

i aFuel-air rat,osare for a combustor exittemperature of

i 1478 K (2200 ° F) without water injection.

!.
!
!

_-Air-measuringorifice

\
\
\ I

Heatexchanger2 _1 Heatexchanger1 t jP_ Combustionair: -'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'289to 311K
1 J _,_ (60o to I00° F_;up to136kglsec

I_. _._,_,_ :.._'_'.1,.(300Iblsecl, up to ll4 Nlcm2
Exittemperature I Exittemperature W_ (165psial
upto922K (1200° F) I up to600K(620oF) "

l

_,.. /--Wateradditionpres:ure

/'_Flott straighteners / up to 20atmospheres
/ \ I

, \ /

/ \l Altitudeor

// II Testsection me,, atmospherics
/ I exhiust

( I ./

Flyure1. - Schematicof testfacility.
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• I _l_,er i nieciiol'l Rl_i_erlIN(;e (30. 60) (54.i!1._3_)' I

nozzle124) areapllne dim dlam , ..
CO-11_r3-28

Figure _ - Cross section of cornbustor. (Dimensions are in cm (in. L )
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_:. Figure 3. - Annular ram-inductioncombustor. "
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Figure ,5. - Water injection nozzle.
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